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Dear Reader,
America has been called the land of plenty, and trash is no exception. According
to the Environmental Protection Agency, the average American produces roughly 4.5
pounds of municipal waste per day, up from 2.7 pounds in I960. But we are discon
nected from the trash we produce. Every week, households leave bins overflowing with
refuse on street corners. Big trucks pick up the trash, and we don’t see it again. Most
of the garbage we create travels to Eastern Washington because Whatcom County’s
landfills have reached capacity.
What’s the big deal about trash? We could talk about the lack of available space
to put our trash. We could talk about the costs associated with transporting garbage
far from where it is created. We could talk about methane and carbon dioxide, the
greenhouse gases landfills release. But, in this issue, we have decided to talk about
trash because trash — at least the way we produce it — is wasteful. We’d be better off
if we didn’t have so much.
In 2001, more than 50 percent of our waste was buried in landfills. Most of that
waste, however, could be recycled or composted. Paper accounts for approximately 36
percent of the waste stream, yard trimmings 12 percent, food scraps 11 percent and
plastics 11 percent.
By reusing or recycling, we not only reduce trash, we save money and resources.
For example, in this issue, you can learn that recycling one ton of plastic bottles saves
the equivalent of 162 gallons of oil and that we can transform scrap tires into fuel or
rubber-asphalt roads. You can learn about a local effort to compost the food grocery
stores throw away. Or how students at Western are designing and selling products
from 100 percent post-consumer waste.
In this issue, we focus on how schools, cities and businesses are benefiting from
reducing the amount of trash they produce. We give you a glimpse of where our trash
goes — or where it could go. As for where it goes or what it becomes, that’s up to us.
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DIGGING UP HISTORY
by Matt Burdick

An estuary becomes a garbage dump becomes a site
leaching dangerous toxins slated for cleanup. The
former Holly Street Landfill’s multiple layers reveal
Bellingham’s changing attitude toward garbage.

WHEN WILL THE 3 R'S OF EDUCATION BE
REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE?
by Alyssa Mathews

HOUSEHOLD HAZARDS
by Michelle McRory

Although the average american household can
accumulate 100 pounds of hazardous waste every
year, the Environmental Protection Agency does not
regulate households. Find out the reason, as well
as how to properly dispose of common household
products.

REINCARNATION

The amount of recycling and trash-reduction educa
tion that occurs in schools varies widely. How much
trash a school produces is dependent upon its fund
ing, its size and, largely, teacher involvement.

THE PATH OF PLASTIC
by Sarah Kuck

Deciding where to toss the bottle after slurping down
that Diet Coke has significant consequences. Follow
a bottle from its point of consumption to its many
possible destinations.

by Evan McLean

Cars go through a lengthy post-death process on
their way to the giant autobahn in the sky. While
companies can recycle much of what makes up a
car, certain elements still pose problems.

STARTING THE CYCLE

TIRED PROGRESS
by Julia Miller

Although Washington has no state-sponsored tire
recycling program, local businesses are keeping scrap
tires out of landfills by finding alternative ways to
reuse rubber.

by Darcey Maher

Western’s recycling program, one of the first in Wash
ington, has transformed from an all-volunteer pilot
project to a state-mandated university requirement.

ONE PERSON'S GARBAGE,
EVERYONE'S PROBLEM
by Connor Clark-Lindh

by Amber Potter

One person’s trash is another person’s . . . trash. And
when no one collects it, it just keeps piling up. Learn
about illegal dumping and how it harms
communities.

Household composting can be simple and low-tech.
Large-scale composting, however, is a complex
endeavor. Learn how local businesses are turning food
scraps and green waste into rich soil.

TRASH TO CASH

BACK TO THE SOIL

by Christine Roka

Zero Waste Entrepreneur, a new class at Western,
teaches how to design and market products made
from 100 percent post-consumer waste. Students are
transforming what some might consider trash into
marketable products.

The Planet magazine is published three times yearly and is dedicated to environmental advocacy and awareness through responsible journalism.
The magazine is written, designed and edited by students through Huxley College of the Environment.
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BY MATT BURDICK
Photos by Khale ^OC^llitner
Historical photos courtesy of Whatcom Museum of History & Art

in Maritime Heritage Park. Whatcom Creek fisher
men focus on the day’s catch. College students play Frisbee, facing the city of
Bellingham with their backs to the bay. Elementary students learn about art,
salmon runs and nature at the park’s environmental education center. Every day
the park sees visitors of all ages, from all walks of life. But few park-goers realize
one of their favorite recreation spots rests on 20 feet of solid waste.
Maritime Heritage Park is located on the southeastern corner of the former
Holly Street Landfill. The landfill once was an estuary of Whatcom Creek.
According to the Department of Ecology, the city of Bellingham dumped solid
waste in the landfill between 1937 and 1953. Copper and zinc are leaching from
the landfill into the creek at levels that exceed Ecology standards. The city and
Ecology have scheduled a major restoration project to be completed early 2005.
Heather Higgins, who teaches at the park’s environmental education
center, walks to where the creek broadens into an estuary. The waterfall behind her
drowns out her voice as she points to the location where Henry Roeder, one of the
area’s first European settlers, built his lumber mill. No other bay in Puget Sound
had a waterfall flowing into it that could power a mill, Higgins said.
When Roeder arrived, Bellingham Bay was dramatically different than it is
today. Bellingham’s shoreline, for example, used to fall immediately below the
Whatcom Museum of History & Art in Maritime Heritage Park. Dredge and fill
have since transformed what once was mudflats into developed land.
Bellingham was rich in resources in 1853 when settlers arrived. People came
in search of salmon, coal and timber. The first inhabitants established the town
of Whatcom, which is part of present-day Bellingham. Whatcom joined with the
town of Sehome in 1890.
As the area developed, the majority of business activity moved east. The upper
class moved from the Holly Street area, and marginalized groups of people, often
minorities, moved in. The area became a “red-light district” of sorts, said Jeff
Jewell, photo historian for the Whatcom Museum. Whatcom, now Old Town,
became the city’s dumping ground.
Higgins said the prevailing attitude used to be, “If it’s downstream, it’s gone.”
Nothing is farther downstream than an estuary, so the area became a trashcollection point. Raw sewage and waste traveled from homes and businesses into
the area near the estuary. Old Town buildings were constructed on pilings because
It’s

Jeff Jewell, photo historian for the Whatcom Museum
of History & Art, sights along the imaginary line that
separated the towns of Whatcom and Sehome.
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the area was not yet completely filled. This left open areas and water beneath
buildings where human waste and trash accumulated. This accumulation
continued, leading to the area officially becoming a landfill in 1937, according to
Ecology documents.
“We could fill this with garbage; it’s Old Town,” said Jewell,

^^6 CQ11 it

speculating on the common thinking of the time.
The city continued dumping in the Whatcom Creek estuary until 1953. The

a garbage sandwich.

Heather Higgins

Teacher at Maritime Heritage Park’s environmental education center

filling converted most of the original estuary to uplands.
Today, the landfill consists of different layers, Higgins said. Municipal waste
— metal, glass and other trash — is combined with sawdust, wood debris and
sediment dredged from Bellingham Bay.
“We call it a garbage sandwich,” Higgins said.
The layers provide a rough timeline of the areas use. The sawdust is a remnant
of the lumber mills that used to be near the estuary. Different layers of trash reveal
previous industry. The dredging debris indicates the conversion of Bellingham
Bay’s mudflats into uplands.
In recent years, the Holly Street Landfill area has seen little new development
because of the confusion about the level of contamination, said Sheila Hardy, a
Bellingham Planning and Community Development special projects manager.
Potential developers and investors never fully understood the developmental con
straints the landfill placed on them.
“People used to ask, Ts this a glow-in-the-dark type of contamination?’ ”
Hardy said.
One-third of an acre of the landfill along the creek is not properly capped.
Ecology project manager Lucy Mclnerney said the acute-seepage standard for
copper is 4.8 micrograms per liter, and for zinc it is 90 micrograms per liter.
Mclnerney said two seep locations on the north bank yielded copper concen
trations of 14 micrograms per liter and 47 micrograms per liter and zinc
concentrations of 268 micrograms per liter and 316 micrograms per liter. The
department requires a cap of clean soil to limit further contamination.
The cleanup will include more than what Ecology requires. Ecology and the
city of Bellingham plan to cap the exposed parts of the landfill, expand the estuary
and construct a public-access boardwalk. The city expects the project, including
the restoration and the boardwalk, to cost approximately $1.35 million. Ecology
will fund half of the environmental remediation, and the city’s solid-waste fund
will pay for the rest. A state capital grant from the Department of Community,
Trade and Economic Development will contribute $50,000 toward the board

The Holly Street Bridge, built over Whatcom Creek in
1889, connected the towns of Whatcom and Sehome.

walk’s construction.
According to the city, construction company Ebenal General will remove
approximately 25.5 million pounds of waste from the site. Removing the material
will increase the size of the estuary. Contaminated soil comprises the majority of

These photos show Maritime Heritage Park today and what the area looked like before dredge and fill
changed the shoreline.
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Holly Street Landfill Site
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One hundred fifty years ago,
present-day Maritime Heritage
Park was only accessible by boat.
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debris. Envirogreen Technologies Ltd., a waste-man
agement company, will dispose of the contaminated
soil in British Columbia. Despite efforts to enlarge
natural habitat, the project will not restore the estuary
to its original size. Some of the former estuary is now
the home of businesses, such as the RE Store and
Parberry’s Northwest Recycling. The largest factor
that limits site restoration is the cost of contaminant
disposal.
“It is very difficult to expand the habitat,” Hardy
said. “Disposal of the waste material is one of the
largest costs.”
Most of the 13-acre area is not dangerous to
This map shows where Whatcom Creek
meets the Holly Street Landfill site.
humans or wildlife because the majority of the landfill
Map by Matt Burdick.
is contained; for this reason, a larger restoration is
not planned.
Hardy said a number of factors determine the
project’s success. The area must become a productive
habitat. Copper and zinc levels must meet Ecology
standards. The site also must stimulate private
investment and see increased public use.
The cleanup of the Holly Street Landfill repre
sents a turning point in Bellingham’s attitude toward
Whatcom Creek. This winter will mark the
completion of the project, changing the dynamics of
Old Town once again. The Whatcom Creek estuary
was the birthplace of Bellingham. Later it became a
Maff Burdick is a senior majoring in geog landfill. Now the city will revive it through the up
raphy. This is his first published piece. coming restoration.

of the Dispos^^H^^Sl^rogtam in*B01figham, the smell of
chemicals hangs so thick that breathing becomes a task. The room contains bins over
flowing with herbicides, pesticides, fungicides and disinfectants. In a separate area, old paint
cans line a table the length of the wall. Boxes of spent fluorescent lights reach halfway to the
ceiling, and a cluster of car batteries sits next to a box of dirty rags coated in solvent.
Last year, 413,529 pounds of similar waste moved through the site, said Charles
Sullivan, a hazardous-waste specialist at the facility. Household use produced more than
Inside

the building

Old, rusted paint cans line an entire wall at the Dis
posal of Toxics Program in Bellingham.

80 percent of that waste.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency, the average home can accumulate
as much as 100 pounds of hazardous waste each year. The EPA, however, does not manage
household hazardous waste.
Household hazardous waste is not regulated for three reasons, said Dave
Waddell, the lead environmental investigator for the King County Hazardous Waste
Mangement Facility.
“It’s a question of scale,” Waddell said. “There are just too many people to monitor.”
Second, businesses, compared to households, tend to routinely use hazardous products,
and in larger amounts, which makes them easier to regulate.
Individual households, on the other hand, buy products in varying quantities and use
them sporadically. This makes it difficult to determine who has acted illegally.
The last and most significant reason why the government doesn’t regulate household
hazardous waste is the psychological aspect, Waddell said.
People cannot identify with big businesses. People can, however, identify with Jane and
Joe Schmo from down the road who have just been caught storing their household waste
incorrectly. Being targeted on an individual scale is more personal, so people feel infringed
upon when the government attacks the little guy, Waddell said.
Because of these reasons, 1.6 million tons of household hazardous waste a year is left
virtually unnoticed, according to the EPA. Although organizations like the Disposal of
Toxics Program offer free disposal of household hazardous waste, some still improperly
discard it.
Once a person or business is not using the product for its intended purpose, then it is
considered illegal use, Waddell said.
For example, the intended purpose of Drano is to be poured down the drain in small
amounts. But if a business or resident dumps the contents of an entire bottle or multiple
bottles down the drain, the act is illegal.
Citizens caught illegally disposing hazardous products can be charged, fined or
sentenced to jail, Waddell said.
The punishment is severe because of the high threats household hazardous waste poses
in the waste stream.

Charles Sullivan is a hazardous-waste specialist for
the Disposal of Toxics Program in Bellingham. He sorts
through pesticides, herbicides and other household
chemicals.
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Waddell said it is difficult, however, to trace an individual to an
illegal activity, especially when the hazardous material already is in
the waste stream.
Local governments know people can pour anything down the
drain, so they try to increase hazardous-waste awareness by
educating citizens.
“The challenge is to communicate with people in a way that is
not threatening and not like the government is interfering with their
lives,” Waddell said.
Lisa Friend, the special projects coordinator at RE Sources in
Bellingham, also educates citizens about the dangers of
hazardous waste.
“I try to teach people to read labels,” Friend said.
Friend has a stack of laminated labels she uses in her education
programs to encourage people not to purchase hazardous products
because of the dangers associated with them.
The label for paint thinner reads: “Vapor harmful. May affect
the brain or nervous system, causing dizziness, headache or nausea.
Causes eye, skin and throat irritation. Do not breathe vapors or

CHEMICALS

Fresheners

Furniture polish

mist.
At the Disposal of Toxics Program, Sullivan makes his living
Oven cleaner
handling an array of hazardous chemicals marked with warning
labels but said he considers pesticides the most dangerous.
“I don’t like dealing with them,” Sullivan said. “It’s like dealing
with death.”
The dangers of household
hazardous waste may not be
obvious, but some household
products can harm sanitation
Charles Sullivan
Bellingham hazardous-waste specialist
workers and contaminate sep
tic tanks or wastewater-treatment systems if poured
Drain cleaner
down drains or toilets.
Besides not knowing the dangers of improper disposal, many
people don’t consider what could happen when products are
combined. Friend said.
For example, two common household items — chlorine bleach
and ammonia — become a fatal poison when mixed. Even different
brands of the same product may contain ingredients that could react
Chlorine hleach
when mixed.
“Most people just have no idea of what to do with the waste,”
Waddell said.
Unfortunately, people end up stockpiling household hazardous
products in basements or garages.
Disinfectant
This behavior is common among citizens, but unwanted and
unused products have a proper place. Every county in Washington
has a hazardous-waste program, Waddell said, and the best phone
calls these facilities receive are from people asking what to do with
their hazardous waste. _
1^

I don't like dealing with them.
It's like dealing with death.

Senior Michelle McRory studies environmental education with
a minor in journalism. She has been published in The Western
Front.
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HAZARD

ALTERNATIVES

Simmer cloves and
Harmful to lungs it
inhaled in large
cinnamon in water.
quantities or for an
For carpets, mix one
part borax with two
extended period of
parts cornmeal,
time.
sprinkle liberally and
Glade Plug-Ins were
Found to be the most
vacuum.
volatile chemical in the
average household.

Toxic fumes.
Flammable.

Mix one part lemon
juice with one part
vegetable oil.
Rub a paste ofsalt
and oil mixture to
remove water stains,
wipe off.

Corrosive to skin, eyes,
soft tissue and internal
organs, A major
contributor to indoor
air pollution.
Residue from toxic
cleaners emits fumes
when oven is turned
on.

Mix two tablespoons
liquid soap, two
teaspoons borax and
warm water.
On tough jobs, scrub
with a paste of
baking soda, water
and salt.
For racks and burner
inserts, use a
non-chlorinated
scouring powder,
pumice stick or steelwool pad.

Clean out obstruc
Highly corrosive.
tion with plunger.
Vapors are irritants.
Hard on septic systems Pour one cup each of
because it kills the
baking soda, vinegar
microbial bacteria that and salt down drain,
are necessary to the
let stand 15 minutes,
flush with two quarts
workinps of a
O
boiling water.
septic tank.

Chlorine is a reactive
chemical and can form
toxic gases when mixed
with other cleaners.

Use borax.

Disinfectants are
considered pesticides.
Irritant. Mavj be
corrosive.

Mix one cup borax
with one gallon
boiling water. Wash
items with water and
soap, or borax.

Source: oregontoxics.org and EPA Web site

ReiN6H;?NatiON
BY EVAN MCLEAN
on the outskirts of towns throughout
America. Scavengers pick the tastiest bits from these skeletons before sending
them into the maw of a 60,000-pound yellow monster. A fearsome set of teeth
then chews the mangled mess at the speed of sound. What’s left goes to a 3,000
degree-Fahrenheit belly for digestion and, eventually, excretion.
This digestive process is more commonly known as automobile recycling.
Americans leave 15 million automobiles for dead every year, according to the U.S.
Department of Energy. These vehicles, Americas leading recycled product, are
collected for reusable and scrap parts, with a salvage rate of 75 percent. Much of
Steel

skeletons sit in graveyards

the scrap from cars is reused in new cars or other steel products.
Cars are not created or destroyed without waste. The Department of Ecology
reported last year that one large, fully loaded car creates eight 5 5-gallon drums of
hazardous-waste byproduct during manufacturing. Carmakers have not divulged
the amount of heavy metals, such as mercury and lead, in cars, nor have they
divulged in which models they are used. But carmakers, recyclers and the DOE

A bulldozer at Seattle Iron & Metals Corp. shoves metal into piles.

have allied to improve the process.
In maintaining and improving their cars, drivers tend to trash old, sometimes
hazardous parts. Service adviser Tom Forster of Chuck’s Midtown Motors said he
safeguards against anything toxic, such as asbestos brake pads, entering the waste

Photo by Caitlin Cole.
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stream, but many smaller components are tossed
each day.
“IVe never heard of, or have been offered, a
system of parts recycling, like soda cans,” Forster said.
“It goes to whoever wants to turn it around for cash.”
Forster said he wants to see a local service that
would take citizens’ and mechanics’ smaller wasted
parts. He has a “scrap guy” pick up abandoned cars
and large engine parts, as well as computer and
gearing cores, and take them to wrecking yards.
Whatcom County has more than 60 registered acres
of auto-wrecking yards.

Juicy cars and junkyard dogs'
Gundie’s Auto and Truck Wrecking on Mount
Baker Highway offers services for the first stage in
salvaging vehicles. Every year, Gundie’s coordinator
Stephen Rhoads sees 3,000 vehicles come through
the yard.
The company buys wrecked cars from insurance
auctions after the insurance agencies decide the repair
cost exceeds the vehicle’s worth, Rhoads said. He said
the company must drain the freon, antifreeze, gas, oil,
and brake and transmission fluids before the vehicle
can be stripped or crushed.
“It takes a certain amount of effort to prep a
‘juicy’ car,” Rhoads said.
Gundie’s reuses some fluids on-site and sends the
waste fluids to specialty recycling centers. Wreckers
recover body panels, reusable engine parts and other
core units after they drain them. Gundie’s usually sells
these parts in wholesale quantities.
Above: Crushed car skeletons wait in stacks at the wrecking yard of Seattle Iron & Metals Corp. before
Rhoads said the company fills a small retail niche.
being demolished by the powerful car shredder.
“It’s all about supply and demand,” he said.
Above Lower: Brian Vintin, an employee at Gundie's Auto and Truck Wrecking, operates the portable E-Z
“Some cars in these piles of scrap have apparently
Crusher, which can crush five or six cars at a time. Above photos by Caitlin Cole.
good parts on them, but it seems no one has high
enough demand for them.”
Many body shops and local drivers neglect used parts for more easily obtained,
new, post-production parts. Rhoads joked about how people don’t like calling a
“junkyard dog” like him for parts when the shop mechanic can take care of it.
He added that, in part, it’s the dealer’s high-priced parts that help keep a
used-part company in business — 40 years for Gundie’s.
“If you ask (Gundie’s) owner what percentage of a car we can sell before it’s
scrapped, he’d say, ‘As much as humanly possible,’ ” he said.
Once everything of value is stripped away, a tractor operator puts the vacant
frame into the portable E-Z Crusher, a shipping container-sized machine that
weighs more than 60,000 pounds and presses with 2,400 pounds per square inch.
Operator Brian Vintin stacks cars into the crusher, which closes its
intimidating jaw with each new addition. Vintin piles the squished skeletons,
which look like sliced bread, on a truck bound for General Mills, located in
Tacoma, or Seattle Iron & Metals Corp., next to the Duwamish River in Seattle,
where workers shove the car carcasses into a shredder.
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At Seattle Iron & Metds Corp., a conveyor belt rolls beneath the rotor chamber, catching the debris left
behind by the 16 manganese hammers. Photo by Caitlin Cole.

Feeding the beast
Seattle Iron can turn a flattened steel vehicle, including engine parts and full
interior, into a pile of rubble in seconds. Donning a hard hat, Marc Sidell, Seattle
Iron’s vice president, grinned at the chance to explain the steel shredder and its
magnetic sorting systems. The machine runs at 4,000 horsepower and twirls a
phone booth-sized rotor with 16 manganese hammers

It takes five seconds to beat the car into
submission. Then it takes about 15 more seconds
to sort out all the materials into waste and usable
metal products.
Mark Sidell
Vice president, Seattle Iron & Metals Corp.

at the speed of sound.
It takes five seconds to beat the car into submis«ion,” he said. Ihemt takes about 15 more seconds to
sort out all the materials into waste and usable

metal products.”
A conveyor belt rolls beneath the rotor chamber, catching the debris the

hammers leave behind. The rubble rolls through two reverse magnetic sorting
systems, each designed to attract ferrous (reduced iron) or nonferrous metals. The
leftover shavings go to a landfill.
“About 20 percent of the shred is garbage,” Sidell said. “That’s including the
seats, carpets and plastics.”
This shredder waste, combined with the wrecking-yard waste, is a quarter of
a vehicle’s weight. Seattle Iron has to pay to dispose of this waste in landfills. To
make sorting and recycling this junk cost-effective, the Cooperative Research and
Development Agreement formed in late 2003. Some automakers — Ford Motor
Co., DaimlerChrysler AG and General Motors Corp. — and the American Plastics
Council share the multimillion dollar cost of the project.
More than half of Sidell’s nonferrous metals return to the car manufacturers.
He sends most of his steel to Nucor Steel Seattle Inc., a 100-year-old smelter also
on the Duwamish River.

Into the fire
Nucor Seattle General Manager Doug Jellison said he is proud of the environ
mental efficiencies the site has accomplished during its century of operation.
“Everything that comes in here will either go out as a finished product or ready
to become a finished product, leaving a fraction of a percent going to a landfill,”
Marc Sidell, vice president of Seattle Iron & Metals Corp., stands
next to a pile of what remains after vehicles are fed through the car
shredder. Photo by Caitlin Cole.

he said.
Every ton of steel recycled saves 2,500 pounds of iron ore, 1,400 pounds of
coal and 120 pounds of limestone, according to the Environmental Protection
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Agency. Using recycled iron and steel saves 74 percent of the energy necessary to
make new steel. That energy would be enough to provide power to 18 million
U.S. homes for one year, according to the EPA.
A hot tub-sized electromagnet drops from a crane into piles of scrap two stories
high, collecting steel for the furnace. Operators combine steel bits from shredders
and larger scrap pieces from wrecking yards with a touch of aluminum, forming
the right recipe for the furnace.
Before smelting, the waste looks rusty and tattered. Once the steel is piled into
the electric-arc furnace, three electrodes that look like man-sized sparkplugs melt
the steel shards.
A vacuum catches clouds of dust and ash that billow from the furnace and fills
an adjacent warehouse, called a baghouse. Inside, 6,000 bags collect particulates
from the smelting process.
“Ihe bags of dust all go down to Mexico,” he said. “It’s mostly zinc, so a mill
down there makes zinc bars and fertilizers from the ash; 99-plus percent of our
waste stream is recycled.”
The cauldron pours molten steel into oscillating tanks, which form it into
long square bars of uniform composition. Once cooled, the 6-inch-square,
50-foot-long bars, called billets, are either stored or enter the final phase of
production: formation.
Standing next to a pile of billets twice his height, Jellison pointed to a second
re-heat furnace. He said the beams must be heated to 2,200 degrees Fahrenheit to
become malleable enough to form products like rebar.
Fifty feet of glowing steel progress along a track through a blazing, red-orange
door into a line of rolling mills. These rolling mills are the steel industry’s version
of a Play-Doh Fun Factory. Rollers turn and form the billets into a desired shape,
like a half-inch circular bar.
Nucor Seattle’s products can be found in Safeco Field, Qwest Field and the
new Tacoma Narrows Bridge, Jellison said.
Sidell buys from only licensed wrecking yards and scrap sellers. People who
want to scrap auto parts they’ve replaced at home need to visit smaller operations,
such as Pacific Iron & Metal Co. Because Pacific deals with smaller parts its
employees manually sort most of the components, requiring a larger work force.

Io\
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At Nucor Steel Seattle Inc., steel is formed into 6-inch-squore, 50-footlong billets, then sent outside on a conveyor belt to cool.
Photo by Jamie Clark.

Dealing with mercury discharge
Every year, car recycling results in the emission of
15.6 tons of mercury, according to the reports Toxics
in Vehicles: Mercury and Toxic by Design, written
by the Ecology Center, Great Lakes United and the
University of Tennessee Center for Clean Products
and Technologies.
Sidell, Jellison and others in the automotive
recycling industry agree that final responsibility for
mercury collection and disposal should lie with
vehicle manufacturers. But in the meantime, extend
ing the life of vehicles is one way to minimize these
mercury emissions.
Cooperation between automotive manufacturers
and smelters gives ecologic and economic promise for
an efficient chain of vehicle recycling in the future.
The yellow E-Z Crusher, the spinning shredder and
the electric-arc furnace look and sound like monsters.
Yet they are a powerful example of the innovative
potential that can create a vehicle life cycle without
abandoned skeletons and buried waste.

Senior Evan McLean studies environmental journal
ism. He has been published in The Western Front.

Top: A 3,000-degree furnace melts recycled steel into liquid at Nucor

Steel Seattle Inc.
Middle: An oxygen lance cleans leftover steel from the ladle that

transports steel from the furnace into a large basin.
Bottom: Melted scrap steel is formed into rebar in the rolling mill.

Photos by Jamie Clark.
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Pioneers

of

Western Washington University’s original recycling program

drove 180 miles round-trip to process recyclables. They stomped aluminum cans
by foot and crushed glass in barrels using a car axial and a wheel hub. They
worked for free.
Students use hydraulic lifts to load 5 5-gallon drums of recyclables onto Ford
trucks. Between classes, student employees schedule time to transport hundreds of
the drums brimming with paper, bottles and cans to Western’s recycling center.
Loud music and shattering glass echo throughout the center as students hand-sort
Western’s salvageable waste.
Today, the AS Recycle Center has 13 paid student employees, three forklifts,
five trucks and a paper baler, said Richard Neyer, the AS Recycle Center manager.
During the past three decades. Western’s recycling program has transformed
from an all-volunteer pilot project to a state-mandated university requirement.
The efforts of individual students and the community championed the recycling
program through financial crises, lack of university support, suspected arson and
policy changes. After 33 years of service, the AS Recycle Center is one of the
oldest recycling programs in Washington.
“Ultimately, what was started by a couple of students at Fluxley became, by
law, a necessary thing to do in Washington,” said Harry Patz, a 1973 Western
graduate and founder of the recycling program.
Established in 1971, the recycling program was part of the former Huxley
Environmental Reference Bureau, a library and resource center of Huxley College
of the Environment. The program initially was part of a feasibility study for a
community recycling center.
Local distributors, such as the Bellingham Rainier beer factory, bought back
empty bottles to reuse, but at the time, no public recycling services existed. Patz
said most companies that recycled did so because raw materials were expensive.
“We saw recycling as a great way to raise money and solve environmental
problems,” he said.
Patz said he and fellow student Jay Nelson received permission from Western
to remodel the “Zimmerman House,” an abandoned building on campus
property, for the program’s sorting and storage facility, now the current location
of the Wade King Student Recreation Center.
“Huxley operated out of two houses, and one of them was quite literally a
dump,” he said.
The HERB recycling center had no community collection, but people could
drop off materials. A 14-ton diesel truck rented from the Institute of
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Shelby Cooper and Tonya Gleason, sophomores at Western, work
part time at the AS Recycle Center. Students pick up approximately
500 recycling barrels on campus every week.

Ultimately, what was started by a
couple of students at Huxley
became, by law, a necessary
thing to do in Washington.
Harry Patz
Founder ofHuxleys recycling program

Environmental Alternatives transported materials to manufacturing facilities for
recycling. Students took paper waste to Georgia-Pacific in Bellingham, glass to
Northwest Glass Co. in Seattle and cans to M. & T. Chemical Co., according to a
1972 recycling center report Patz wrote.
To increase support for recycling, the center distributed pamphlets that read,
“Complaining about the environment is one thing, doing something about it is
another,” Patz said.
Dennis Smith, a 1976 Western graduate who worked at the HERB recycling
center, said attracting volunteers was a burden and turnover rates were high. The
drive to Seattle and the manual labor dissuaded many students from participating
for extended periods of time.
“We were living in a throwaway society,” said Barry Wenger, a senior environ
mental planner for the Department of Ecology and former HERB recycling center
volunteer. “Recycling had yet to prove itself”
In October 1974, the Zimmerman House burned until only a shell remained,
according to an edition of The Western Front. The fire chief suspected arson, but
no suspects were named.

Richard Neyer, AS Recycle Center manager, has worked at the facility for 15 years. He originally
worked there as a Western student.

A grant from Alcoa-Intalco Aluminum Corp.
financed the construction of a new building one block
south of the HERB recycling center’s original location.
Six students lived in the house and exchanged labor
for rent. Smith said.
The new recycling center included a clothing and
household-items exchange, according to a 1975
edition of The Front. Within a year of the fire, 60
people volunteered at the center.
Financial misfortune struck again, however,
when the recycling center’s truck broke down. The
fledgling Huxley College couldn’t afford to pay for
repairs, so Huxley students wrote a proposal to the
AS. In response, the AS absorbed the center’s financial
responsibility and recommended HERB receive an
additional $2,234, according to a 1976 edition of
The Front.
“The student body always accepted the necessity of
the recycling program,” Smith said. “It was Western’s
administration we had to convince.”
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[1971]
Huxley Environmental Reference Bureau
establishes community recycling center.

By 1985, Western’s administration had yet to
establish an official fund for the recycling center.
Social awareness and support for recycling, however,

[1974]
herb's Zimmerman

House
recycling center burns; arson is
suspected.

After Huxley's original recy
cling facililty burned down,
grant money financed the
remodeling of another facility
two blocks away on 21 st Street.

[1976]

[1978]

Western's Associated Students
absorbs the financial costs of the
HERB recycling center.

HERB and recycling
center split. HERB becomes the AS
Environmental Center.
[1985]
The Recycling Task Force presents
findings to Western's administration
advocating for the AS Recycle Center.

[1986]
Curbside recycling
begins in Bellingham.

[1990]
Waste Not Washington Act passes.
[1991]
Washington's first
countywide curbside
recycling program starts.
[1992]
In 1976, the recycling center,
located behind Sehome High
School, became a part of the
Associated Students. Today,
12 Western students work at
the facility.

Washington mandates GOLD plan.
Western is required to recycle 50
percent of its waste by 1995.
[1994]

[1996]

Western finalizes GOLD plan
objectives.

Permanent AS recycling
facility is built.
[2003]
AS Recycle Center maintains 500 recycling
barrels on campus..

Senior Darcey Maher studies environmental journalism. She has been
published in The Western Front.
14 I
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was increasing.
The recycling center’s community drop-off ended
when Bellingham established a curbside recycling
program in 1986, said Carol Rondello, a 1979
Western graduate who helped Bellingham Community
Recycling spearhead curbside collection.
“Like the (AS) Recycle Center, we were trying
to prove a point,” Rondello said. “The City
Council didn’t see (curbside collection) as econom
ically feasible.”
According to a report to Western’s president by the
University Recycling Task Force, a group that
researched and made recommendations for recycling
at Western, the university saved $25,000 in 1984
because of AS recycling efforts. The report estimated
the center salvaged 250 tons, or 20 percent, of
Western’s waste stream. Three years later, formal
contracts with the residence halls, dining services
and academic buildings officially funded the AS
Recycle Center.
“If we threw everything we collected into the
garbage, how much more would that cost the
university in disposal costs?” Neyer said.
He said the AS Recycle Center makes $6,000 to
$7,000 a year in annual sales but no longer turns a
profit. Nevertheless, it saved 927,380 pounds of solid
waste from entering landfills in 2003, according to AS
Recycle Center data. Neyer said the poundage of
recyclable materials collected has stabilized since the
early ’90s. He attributes this trend to the Waste Not
Washington Act, which passed in 1990.
The act required public universities in Washington
to recycle 50 percent of their waste stream by 1995
under the Government Options to Landfill Disposal,
or the GOLD plan. Because Western was one of the
only universities with a recycling program at that time.
Central Washington University and Washington State
University looked to Western as a model for how to
run their recycling programs, Neyer said.
The AS Recycle Center finally received the
financial support and recognition it sought in 1995
when construction on a permanent recycling facility
began. With official funding from Western, the AS
Recycle Center officially established itself, Neyer said.
“Decades of support from students and the
community showed that grassroots activism can
influence positive policy change,” Rondello said.^

and coffee grounds.
To escape the light, they retreat farther into their dark haven of food
scraps. These worms are not the typical garden variety, not the type
to sprawl on sidewalks after rain. These worms are urban worms, liv
ing three stories above ground in an 8-gallon Tupperware container
under Nancy Bonnickson’s desk.
Bonnickson, the scientific lab technician for Western Wash
ington University’s Huxley College of the Environment, smiles as
she replaces the lid. Bonnickson employs the worms as her office
Red worms writhe

BY AMBER POTTER
Photos by Caitlin Cole

Joyce Jimerson of Master Composter/Recycler in Bellingham sifts through the bin
where worms are hard at work breaking down everything from paper shreds and
banana peels to melon rinds and plant clippings.

in a bed of banana peels

composters.
“It’s convenient,” she said. “And the worms are my pets.
You can play with them; they take care of themselves, and they’re
always there.”
Composting, the process of turning unwanted organic materials
into useful soil, takes on a range of forms. Composting can be simple
and low-tech, fitting nicely under a desk or kitchen sink, or it can be
a career undertaking, involving extensive capital and devotion.
Unwanted food has several fates: into garbage cans, down gar
bage disposals or into compost piles.
Food waste from Bellingham garbage disposals
travels to the Post Point Wastewater Treatment Facility.
Waste stays in the secondary treatment plant an aver
age of two days, which is long enough to fully break
down all matter in the wastewater except food particles,
said Peg Wendling, the lab supervisor of the facility.
Any material not broken down is either incinerated or
discharged into Bellingham Bay.
Though incoming waste flows have remained stable
during the past 10 years, Wendling said the facility has
seen an increase in the organic proportion of the flow.
“It is safe to assume this increase is a reflection of the
increases in population using our system,” Wendling
said. “We know food grinders are a large contributor
to organic input.”
Organic matter increases stress on treatment fa
cilities, so many treatment plants in the United States
ban commercial and institutional use of food grinders,
Wendling said. Bellingham, however, has no regulations prohibiting
food grinders.
“I’m not in a position to recommend what folks do in their own
kitchen,” she said. “But would we extend the life of the treatment
plant and save the taxpayers money for expansion costs if we could
reduce our organic loading to the plant? Sure we would.”
Food waste tossed into the trash enters a landfill or an incin
erator, according to the Washington State Department of Ecology.
In landfills, organic waste decomposes slowly because it is mixed
with synthetic materials. Decomposition releases the greenhouse
gas methane. Also, decomposing food can lead to the formation of
leachate — water that can pick up contaminants and cause hazard
ous runoff, according to the Environmental Protection Agency.
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“I’d like to see them have to adhere to the same regulations as up
in Canada,” Brenner said. “I’d like to see Ostrom’s have to (compost)
indoors and stop causing such a horrific stench in the neighbor
People hear of composting, and they think of
hood. People hear of composting, and they think of motherhood
motherhood and apple pie. But really, there are all
and apple pie. But really, there are all sorts of aspects to it. I’m an
sorts of aspects to it.
avid composter. I’m a fanatic. But I feel like there are certain things,
like you don’t cause pollution and public-health threats to people in
Barbara Brenner
the name of composting.”
Whatcom County Councilwoman
With proper composting, Bader said, groundwater contamina
tion is a remote possibility.
In April 2004, Andrew Craig, a water quality inspector for Ecol
While composting household waste is simple, large-scale com
ogy, investigated Ostrom. Craig determined the facility
posting is more complex. There are benefits to large-scale
composting, as the breakdown ofsubstantial quantities of
was degrading water quality because Ostrom’s waste
water-containment system overflows during periods of
waste produces beneficial soil amendment. Composting
high precipitation. But Craig said water contamination
itself, however, is not without potential drawbacks.
is not an immediate health threat because Ostrom is
The breakdown of plant material by bacteria releases
located in a relatively isolated area.
nitrogen, creating the possibility of runoff contaminat
Bader questions whether the water tested at
ed with nitrogen or bacteria. Odor also can be an issue.
Ostrom’s site indicated a safety concern.
For home composters, these are not great concerns, but
“It just wasn’t accurate,” Bader said of the test
commercial composters must carefully monitor their
ing. “They never tested the groundwater itself They
operations, said Joyce Jimerson, the program manager
for Master Composter/Recycler, a cooperative exten A sign in Joyce Jimerson's office tested the water at the surface and saw it had bacteria
sums up what Master Compos
in it, and said that’s a threat to groundwater below. But
sion of ^^(^shington State University that educates andi ter/Recycler
vermicomposting is
all about.
bacteria filter out through the soil, and there’s no intrains people about home composting,
. dication that composting actually creates groundwaten
Whatcom County has had concerns about largescale composting operations in the past. Recomp of
contamination.”
The composting regulations implemented because of the
Washington was a local incineration company that in the midRecomp experience have made it more difficult for new composting
1980s began operating a high-tech facility that composted garbage.
operations to establish in Whatcom County. But the county is home
The Recomp site later became a mushroom substrate produc
to two progressive composting facilities: Green Earth Technology
tion site. The soil from its composted waste provided an ideal
medium for growing mushrooms. But problems with health con
and Living Soil Earthworm Castings.
Stephanie Harvey, a co-partner of Green Earth Technology, said
cerns and smell continued until its eventual shutdown, said Dave
it took a year and a half to obtain permits to open the composting
Bader, the environmental consultant for Ostrom Mushroom Farm in
facility. Having met with county regulations, Harvey said she feels
Whatcom County.
secure in her relationship with the surrounding community.
The biggest issue with Recomp was the smell, said Whatcom
Green Earth Technology is one of only two companies in the
County Councilwoman Barbara Brenner, who was closely involved
United States — both in Washington — that use Gore technology.
with the neighbors and workers of Recomp.
Developed in Germany, Gore technology integrates composting with
“The stench, the stench, the stench,” she said. “You know, they
Gore-Tex fabric, a waterproof, breathable membrane sandwiched
try to make it sound like it’s just another agricultural operation.
between two polyester layers.
That’s a bunch of baloney. It’s not like any farm, it’s not like any farm
smell. There’s nothing like it — it’s a horrific smell.”
Brenner flipped through affidavits from community members,
pointing to words circled on the complaints: “Gagging sensation,”
“Absolutely nauseating,” “Really hard to breathe,” “Fieadache,”
“Odor clings to back of throat,” “Tired of being sick.”
Public outcry resulted in the county adopting new composting
regulations.
At Ostrom, mushroom substrate production is done out
doors, a practice prohibited in Canada. While outdoor produc
tion creates a better substrate, Bader said that indoor produc
tion allows composters to control odor and leachate emissions.
i-s¥®¥ps?K«!SSKwSs-?sf:w:
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Gore technology allows Green Earth to control the undesir
able effects of outdoor composting. The Gore-Tex fabric covering
the compost heaps lets atmospheric oxygen diffuse into the pile but
limits the escape of methane gas and odors, Harvey said. Leachate is
collected and recycled back into the pile.
Green Earth composts only green waste: tree scraps, yard
clippings and preprocessed foods. The company is testing a
partnership between Sanitary Service Co. and Haggen Food and
Pharmacy in which SSC transports old Haggen produce to Green
Earth for composting.
Gore technology is expensive to implement, requiring the
purchase of Gore-Tex membranes and an automated maintenance
system. But operation and maintenance costs are low, and the
company can process up to 2,000 cubic yards of material a week.

“We have just two guys working out there, both part-time,”
Harvey said. “It s a high-tech low-tech operation.”
Living Soil, another large-scale composting operation in
Whatcom County, composts not green waste but manure. The
company uses worms to break down the manure, a process known as
vermicomposting. Regulations require vermicomposting facilities to
heat manure for three days prior to exposure to worms to kill E. coli
and other fecal coliforms. Tests on non-pre-treated waste, however,
have shown that passage through a worm eliminates fecal coliforms,
making the heating process an unnecessary step, Jimerson said.
“There are a lot of things that happen when it goes through
the gut of a worm that even soil scientists don’t really understand,”
Jimerson said.
In a decrepit barn amid miles of lazy hills and drooping clouds.
Curt Hawley, the site manager for Living Soil, squats next to a
mound of dirt. Using his hands as a bowl, Hawley scoops some dirt
and lifts it toward the gray light, revealing a few of the thousands of
worms pulsing through the dirt.
Hawley is a retired potato farmer. He answered an advertisement
five years ago, knowing nothing about worm composting.
“Seeing the material work, I thought, ‘This is great stuff,’
Hawley said. “I mean, it’s a great product; let’s do something with
What comes out of the worms, called worm castings, is a biologi
cally active soil amendment. Studies have shown that worm castings,
unlike other compost, contain growth hormones benefi
cial to plants, Jimerson said. Worm castings are what Liv
ing vSoil is seeking to make money on, marketing worm
casting tea bags for liquid fertilizer and worm-casting soil
amendment in gold-foil packaging.
Back at the barn, Hawleys worms occupy a deep
trough. An automated system mediates the worms’ breakdown by loosening and mixing the material. The frame
work for the system must be replaced every five years, but
normal maintenance is minimal.
“Its really too easy, when you think about it,” Hawley
Hawley said he initially had no idea how beneficial
worm castings could be as a soil amendment.
“I was really surprised,” Hawley said. “A friend of
mine’s house burned, and the family Christmas cactus
that had been around for four generations just kind of
got fried. I said: ‘Here, take a couple of these tea bags.
They’ll brighten it right up,’ and I had not a clue it was
really going to work. It’s the greatest testimonial I’ve
had. He said, ‘You’ve got to see that cactus!’ and I said.
‘No kidding?!’ ”

Left: Stephanie Harvey, a

co-partner of Green Earth
Technology, lifts a flap of the
Gore-Tex fabric to reveal the
decomposing tree scraps and
yard clippings.
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Amber Potter is a senior studying
environmental science. This is her first
published piece.
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BY ALYSSA MATHEWS
Photos by Isabel Poulson
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As THE LAST YELLOW SCHOOL BUS pulls onto the Street, children linger on the
sidewalks and teachers begin to pack their bags. Behind the school, the playground
is silent, and off to the side sits a familiar sight. A waste receptacle waits with its
contents bulging. A peek inside reveals the week’s spelling tests, cardboard boxes
from the school’s new computers, half-eaten lunches and glass juice containers
from an afternoon staff meeting.
Public schools do not prioritize trash-reduction education in the curriculum.
Independently funded private schools, however, have flexibility and money to
integrate this concept into their classes.
The Blaine School District has six 2-cubic-yard trash bins that hold up to
300 pounds. Each trash bin is emptied five times per week. According to the
Blaine School District Waste Evaluation of 2001-2002, all school trash bins were
near capacity every day. In one week, Blaine schools’ 2,466 students and
employees could produce as much as 9,000 pounds of trash, or 3.6 pounds of trash
per person.
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The average person at Blaine School District produces more than three times
the trash of the average person at Whatcom Hills Waldorf School, a private kinder
garten-through-eighth-grade school. Waldorf has one 1.5-cubic-yard trash bin that
can hold up to 200 pounds. This trash bin generally is filled to capacity only when
the school has an event or celebration, and it is emptied once each week. With
a school population of 187, each person at Waldorf could produce roughly 1.1
pounds of trash per week, provided the trash bin is full.
Fourth-grade teacher Dawn Christiana said Blaine Elementary School recycles
only paper and cardboard. This poses a problem when students bring cans and
bottles in their lunches.
“We kind of contradict ourselves because we say, ‘Let’s recycle,’ but we don’t
recycle cans or glass because we’re not set up for that,” Christiana said. “I’m
guessing that the reason why is because of cost. As a district, we don’t have a place
to put them. If it is recycled in our classroom, then I can take it home and put it in
my own recycling, which would be one classroom alternative, but not a school or
districtwide plan.”
Deb Cummings, the principal of Blaine Elementary School, said it would
take someone really passionate about recycling for the school to start a program.
Cummings said she would support a recycling program if someone were willing to
implement it.
At the classroom level, trash-reduction programs depend on the teacher’s
involvement. Carol Gallaher, a Blaine fifth-grade teacher, said she finds it difficult
to teach trash reduction, but she still makes a point to bring recycling awareness to
her students. Even with the time constraints of state education requirements, Gallaher’s students are learning how to reduce trash and the importance of recycling.
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Dennis Gault, a student in Gallaher s class, said he and his classmates reuse
newspaper to cover their desks during science projects, and when finished, they
recycle the newspapers instead of throwing them away.
In an effort to reduce food waste and increase class productivity, Blaine
Elementary serves lunch after recess instead of before. A study in the August
Journal of the American Dietetic Association found food waste in schools dropped
by 13 percent when elementary children had recess before lunch. Blaine counselor
Chris Owings said children traditionally have morning work time, then lunch and
finally recess. The premise from a food standpoint is that students waste less when
they consume more.
Robb McKay, a second-grade teacher at Blaine Primary School, became a
proponent of recycling, not only in his classroom, but also in the entire school.
McKay’s class is responsible for collecting and recycling the school’s paper
and cardboard.
Students can choose to give up their recess time to become classroom recyclers.
Second-grader Orion Matson said he enjoys being a part of the recycling program.
“We go to people’s classrooms with that blue barrel and get their recycling and
dump it in. Then we need to go out the door beside the gym, and then — you see
that brick wall? You go behind it, and then there’s some recycling places where you
put recycling,” Matson said.
McKay said he started his classroom recycling program three years ago when
he realized how much paper and cardboard the school was wasting. Other teachers
just didn’t have the time to deal with the added stress of recycling. McKay said he
takes on the challenge in an effort to educate students, give them responsibility
and boost their self-esteem.
In comparison to public schools, private schools have the freedom to
incorporate trash conservation throughout a child’s education.
Waldorf is one private school that has been successful in trash reduction educa
tion through its curriculum. Waldorf is a federally recognized, state-approved,
nonprofit educational institution. Its curriculum is based on a hands-on, holistic
approach. With its philosophy of education comes its fundamental principle that
all a child has — food, housing, clothing — is connected to the earth.
Waldorf asks its students to bring lunches from home in reusable containers
and use minimal packaging. Paper use is limited in the classrooms. The Waldorf
approach emphasizes direct interaction between students and teachers, with
little reliance on paper handouts. Lower grades use slate boards and chalk
instead of paper.
The third-grade curriculum at Waldorf includes farming and gardening, which
teaches children to reduce and reuse. Speaking about the younger children,
Waldorf administrator Joseph Doucette said: “I think that they intuitively under
stand it when they’re younger. ... So that’s one of the reasons why we try to keep
that alive in the students because they are connected to the earth more naturally
when they are younger, but they’re not aware of it. And as you get older and
forget it, that consciousness, that dreaminess kind of disappears, and you become
less connected to the earth and more interested in products, and you forget
about waste.”
Eighth-grader Ben Phillips has attended Waldorf since preschool. He is
required to complete a final project at Waldorf before graduating from the
eighth grade.
“I have decided that mine is going to be a documentary about recycling,”
Phillips said. He said he wants to know what happens to the recycling once it
leaves the curb. He also wants to know why some in the community don’t recycle.

Above: Blaine Primary School teacher Robb McKay started a recy

cling program for his school. His second-graders collect, sort and
dump paper from every classroom.
Above Lower: Ben Phillips is a student at Waldorf who wants to make

a documentary about recycling as a final project before graduating
from eighth grade.
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The differences between public and private schools trash-reduction methods

Blaine Primary School second-graders Alexis Klyn, Trevor Hesketh,
Steven (last name withheld) and Taylor (lost name withheld) are the
recyclers of the day. The students collect recycling from each classroom, then sort and empty it in the outside bins.

may not strictly be a product of trash awareness.
During the 2001-2002 school year, RE Sources, a nonprofit environmental
education agency, and the Whatcom County Solid Waste Division evaluated
Blaine School District’s garbage and recycling system, hoping to find simple
changes to decrease trash production. According to the Blaine School District
Waste Evaluation, the operations and teaching staff supported an increase in
recycling, but no one had the extra time to devote to it. RE Sources recom
mended four easy recycling fixes: switching one of the four mixed paper toters at
the elementary school to newspaper, switching to a 3-yard trash bin at the middle
school, canceling one of the paper toters at the primary school and changing
to once-a-week collection for all trash bins during the summer months. These
changes would have yielded an estimated savings of $5,684.22 per year.
Mary Lynne Derrington, Blaine School District superintendent, said she was
not familiar with the study, which predates her July 1, 2003 hire. Jim Kenoyer,
the Blaine School District director of facilities, said he never received a copy of
the Blaine School District Waste Evaluation. Kenoyer said, however, that the
elementary school has cut back the amount of newspapers it receives, so it doesn’t
need another newspaper toter. The middle school now has a 3-yard trash bin. The
primary school has eight additional classrooms, which now use the extra mixedpaper toters, and during the summer months, three of the district’s trash bins are
removed and trash is picked up only two times a week.
Crina Hoyer, RE Sources’ education director, said several factors led to why
the only waste-reduction changes Blaine School District implemented were those
that didn’t involve teachers’ time. A teacher’s first goal is education, and Hoyer said
much of that education is preparing for tests.
“What we found was that there was a lot of really good energy around
recycling, but they’re battling so many different external forces that it almost
becomes overwhelming in the light of trying to teach,” Hoyer said. “Test-driven
education is putting a roadblock up for a lot of different things: extracurricular
(activities), trash reduction, recycling. It is just one more thing that is really
dictating education.’’
Senior Alyssa Mathews studies marine ecology. This is her first published
piece.
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The path of

at Western Washington University, zigzags past
students enjoying lunch in Red Square to buy a beverage at the Miller Market
between classes.
The life of Sheldons plastic bottle will continue long after she consumes its
contents and disposes of it. How she decides to discard the plastic ultimately
determines the journey the bottle takes. Her bottle could become litter on a
roadside, trash in a landfill or a different, recycled product.
If Sheldon litters, her plastic bottle will take approximately 200 years to
decompose, said Steve Dillman, an engineering technology professor at Western.
If Sheldon discards her bottle in a trash bin, it will end up in a landfill. Thick
layers of clay and plastic surrounding the landfill prevent ultraviolet light from
degrading the plastic, Dillman said.
“These landfills preserve waste so well that scientists have found legible
newsprint as old as 40 years, as well as foodstuffs that were still recognizable after
several decades,” Dillman said. “If a plastic bottle were to end up in a landfill, it
would be around indefinitely.”
In 1999, the recycling rate for plastic bottles made from Polyethylene
Terephthalate, or PETE, was 40 percent nationwide, according to the Environ
mental Protection Agency. This percentage limits the recycling industry, however,
from producing more post-consumer recycled products.
“Personal choice is the first step,” said Richard Neyer, the Associated Students
Recycle Center manager. “It is important to recycle to keep garbage-collection
costs down and to save resources.”
Recycling plastics reduces the need to make new plastics from oil, according
to the Washington State Recycling Association. Plastic resins come from
nonrenewable resources, which people could conserve or use for a variety of other
applications. Recycling one ton of plastic saves the equivalent of 3.85 barrels of
oil, or 161.7 gallons. And recycling a dozen 12-ounce PETE bottles yields enough
fiber to make one extra-large T-shirt, one square foot of carpeting or the filling for
one insulated ski jacket, according to the association.
For Sheldons plastic bottle to be reprocessed into another product, she must
recycle it. Western’s AS Recycle Center collects overflowing barrels in and
around the academic buildings on campus once a week and barrels from university
residence and dining halls twice a week.
Trucks loaded with blue barrels pull up to Western’s recycling center to be
sorted. Plastic flies through the air as the goggle-clad students sift through the bins
for bottles. Once sorted, the bottles travel to Northwest Recycling Inc., a materialrecovery facility that handles most of Whatcom County’s residential and business
recyclables.
After the dump truck arrives at Northwest Recycling, it pours a mountain of
bottles beside a conveyor belt. Four workers in yellow vests rapidly sort the plastic
Tamia Sheldon,

a senior
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Recyclables made of plastic,
aluminum and glass are handsorted into separate containers.

from glass and aluminum containers as the garbage
rushes up the belt. Glass breaks and plastic pops with
ear-shattering dissonance. The workers toss PETE
bottles into a trailer to be compacted into 1,000pound bales, said Carol Kuljis, the business manager
for Northwest Recycling.
“We store it in the warehouse until we have
enough material to fill a semi truck that can hold
6,500 pounds,” said Kuljis, pointing to the 10-foot
towers of compressed plastic behind her.
Northwest Recycling sends these shipments to
Seattle, then off to reprocessing companies in China.
The company has shipped mixed plastic overseas for
15 years.
The United States collects approximately 800
million pounds of PETE bottles a year for recycling.
But in 2002, the last year for which figures are avail
able, roughly 275 million pounds of that went outside
the country, mainly to China, according to the
Department of Ecology.
Strong markets for PETE bottles exist in China,
India and the United States. The market in China,
which drives the global waste trade, generally makes
more financial sense for Washington bottles, said Ron
Kemalyan with Pacific/West Recycling Services Inc.
Landfill charges are rising, making it relatively less
expensive to send waste abroad.
The next step in the recycling process begins
when companies that buy post-consumer waste chop
the bales into penny-sized flakes. A heated chamber,
called an extruder, liquefies the flakes. A revolving
screw inside the extruder moves the melted flakes
toward one end. The extruder squishes the molten
plastic through a die, pressing out pasta-like fibers.
These cylindrical fibers can be used to create more
than 1,400 post-consumer products.
An estimated 60 percent of PETE bottles recycled
in the United States make the polyester fiber used in
some T-shirts, sleeping-bag fill and carpet, according
to the Washington State Recycling Association. This
may eventually happen to Sheldon’s bottle, but for
now, she is reusing it.
“After I’m done with my bottle, it goes in my
backpack,” Sheldon said. “I take it back to my house
to reuse it later.”
Sheldon eventually recycled her plastic bottle, but
recycling plastics is a short-term solution to a larger
problem. Although recycling is important, reducing
waste is the most important thing citizens can do
because it stops waste before it is created, said Shelly
McClure, the sustainability specialist for Ecology.

“As a society, we need to develop more
closed-loop systems in partnership with
manufacturers and producers and ask them
to take responsibility for their products,”
McClure said. An example of this would be a company
offering to take back unwanted products to ensure
their safe recycling, she said.
Ecology is writing a plan called Beyond Waste,
which advocates a move toward a sustainable future.
According to the plan, society needs to show industry
and politicians that the environment, the economy
and human health are important.
“We need to think about future generations and
the legacy we are leaving them with,” McClure said.
“We cannot wait for a catastrophe to happen before we
move in a new direction and towards a new vision.’L

Recycled bottles and cans wait
to be sorted.

Sarah Kuck is a senior
studying environmental
journalism. This is her first
published piece.
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After a

long life of rolling on the road,

every tire must expire. When that

day comes, the work of Pat Jensen begins.
Dirt showers down as Jensen and fellow co-workers heave 600 tires, one by
one, into a wire-cage truck. Jensen stands on the wooden truck bed, rolling and
stacking tires onto a jumbled pile. He does this every day, picking up loads of 500

Pat Jensen loads tires into his truck near Custer for delivery at Larry's
Tire Recycling in Burlington. Photo by Isabel Poulson.

to 700 junk tires from all over Washington.
Jensens work as a scrap-tire hauler was once more common. Until the ’60s,
rubber from scrap tires was routinely recycled. That changed when cheap,
imported oil made creating new, synthetic tires more cost-effective than reclaiming
rubber from old tires. In 2001, Washington state sent 1.7 million scrap tires into
landfills, according to the Washington State Department of Ecology. That means
residents threw away 36 percent of the 4.67 million scrap tires generated in
Washington that year, also according to Ecology. The remaining tires were
retreaded, recycled or incinerated as fuel. While many other states have statesponsored tire-recycling programs, Washington has few laws and no government
programs set up to help keep tires out of landfills. This puts Washington
significantly behind the rest of the country in finding an environmentally friendly
solution for disposal of scrap tires. Some local businesses, however, have found
innovative ways to recycle rubber.
Jensen transports tires to his employer, Larry’s Tire Recycling, which is located
in Burlington. Recently, Jensen delivered a load of tires from a Whatcom County
stream cleanup project. Ironically, the tires Jensen removed were purposefully
placed in the stream as part of a salmon habitat-enhancement project in the ’70s.
The twisted and mud-encrusted tires are being removed to help restore the stream
to a more natural state.
At Larry’s, a tire baler binds 65 tires into a compact rubber block held together
by five metal straps. In Colorado, people use similar tire bales to build wellinsulated houses.
“I have had some people approach me about using tire bales and the blocks
— not contractors — just people inquiring,” said Sam Price, the owner of Larry’s.
“When you have a three-and-a-half-foot thick wall, the R-value is in excess of 200.
A higher R-value means a higher heat insulation value. My dad used to say you
could cool the building with an ice cube and heat it with a candle.”
Although no such buildings exist in Whatcom County, buildings could be
made with tire bales and even tire-filled cement blocks.
In a chain-link-fenced yard behind Larry’s, an excavator places a tire bale into a
6-by-3.5-by-4-foot mold, and the bale is then encapsulated in cement. The whole
conglomeration hardens into a 9,500 pound, tire-filled cement block. These blocks
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are called Mr. Samz Superblocks. They look similar to ecology blocks, solid cement
blocks that usually are more than 4 feet square and weigh at least 15,000 pounds.
“We reduce weight by 40 percent, making the blocks much easier and safer to
work with,” Price said.
The blocks are used in retaining walls, breakwaters and even dams. Larry’s
receives tires from throughout the state, processing approximately 3,000 tires
a week.
“Scrap tires make the world go ‘round,” said Roy
Salinas, an employee at Beacon Batteries and Tires in
Whatcom County.
Beacon Batteries and Tires is one of the few
places in Whatcom County that accepts and sells
recycled tires for passenger vehicles.
“This tire here is probably about $ 110 new,” said Mark Beck, the owner of Bea
con Batteries and Tires. “I’ll sell it to you for about $15, install it and balance it.”
Beck also accepts scrap tires from wrecking yards across the county and sends
them to several places, including Larry’s and Ash Grove Cement in Seattle.
“Wood kilns and cement kilns need a tremendous (amount) of heat to make
their product,” Beck said. “Typically, they burn coal, which is a finite resource.
People are burrowing a mile deep in the earth for it. And you’ve got all these tires
lying around.”
Ash Grove Cement, which operates nine plants throughout the country, has
been burning tires as fuel for almost 10 years at its Seattle location.
“If you burn a tire, the heat energy — the kinetic energy — is more for a
pound of tire than it is in a pound of coal,” Beck said. “So they have tire-derived
fuel. That’s what happens to most tires.”
A pound of bituminous coal, the fuel for most cement plants, contains roughly
12.000 British Thermal Units per pound, whereas a pound of tire contains 14,000
Btu, said Craig Mifflin, the production manager of Ash Grove Cement.
Tire-derived fuel requires no expensive processing. The tire burns whole, and
the metal strip inside the tire vaporizes in the extreme heat.
“It’s fairly common in the industry,” said Craig Puljan, plant manager at Ash
Grove Cement. “In fact. Ash Grove has three facilities that are burning TDF and
two in the permitting phase.”
Seven to eight semitrailers drop truckloads at Ash Grove every day, which
means nearly 49,000 tires go into the kiln each week. Sitting in a control booth a
city block away, an operator controls the maze of conveyor belts and elevators that
measure and add tire fuel to the cement kiln. The tires enter the kiln near the end
of the heating process, at a point where the temperature inside is approximately
2.000 degrees Fahrenheit. Not only do tires completely vaporize at this
temperature, but their smoke combusts as well, said Gerald Brown, the plant’s
environmental supervisor.
“Generally speaking, there’s kind of a bad stigma because people envision burn
ing tires in the back yard with black smoke,” Brown said. “When you take a tire
and you put it into an environment that’s oxygen rich and a very high temperature,
roughly 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, they burn very quickly and without smoke.”
The emissions coming from the top of the tower appear clear and measure
well below EPA emissions standards. Brown said. According to the EPA Web site,
in 2001, cement plants burned 46 percent of the 115 million scrap tires used as
tire-derived fuel in the United States. Facilities permitted by state and local
regulatory agencies to burn tires must comply with federal, state and local emis
sions standards.

a tire, the heat energy — the kinetic
more for a pound of tire than it is in
a pound of coal.

's Tire Recycling, a tire recycling and
Photo by Isabel Poulson.
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“It makes good sense economically, and it makes great sense environmentally,”
Mifflin said. “The main alternative to TDF is shredding or landfilling. Many tires
are just sitting in large piles, breeding mosquitoes and problems. This year to date,
we’ve burned close to a million tires.”
Most scrap-tire recycling in Washington is in the hands of private companies
that created markets for themselves. The trend is reversed around the country, with
many states having comprehensive tire recycling programs. In Arizona, hundreds of
miles of roads are paved with rubber-asphalt pavement. While this special
pavement is more expensive to install, it has a service life of 25 years compared to
11 years for conventional pavement. Arizona State University recently conducted a
study comparing four miles of conventionally paved roads with four miles of
rubber-asphalt roads. The university found using rubber-asphalt roads saves
$198,440 per mile because of reduced inspection, longer-lasting smoothness, a
tougher surface and even reduced road noise.
In 2001, Ecology examined the feasibility of rubber-asphalt roads and released
its Scrap Tire Report. The report examined the potential for a scrap-tire market in
Washington and proposed several different scrap-tire recycling alternatives to
landfills. Dave Nightingale, co-author of Ecology’s Scrap Tire Report, said that
since Ecology published the report, Washington has made little progress toward
new tire legislation.
“We have to have some kind of critical mass of support in both houses,” said
Seven to eight semitrailers drop tires at Ash Grove Cement daily. The
tires are transported by a series of conveyor belts and elevators to an
incinerator that burns the tires for fuel. Photo by Jamie Clark.

Nightingale. “We can get the House, but not the Senate.”
With few government guidelines for scrap-tire disposal, local businesses like
Larry’s, Beacon Batteries and Tires and Ash Grove Cement slowly pare down the
growing piles of tires. While tire-derived fuel effectively recycles tires and uses up
their valuable hydrocarbons. Nightingale said one must consider the effect burning
tires has on air pollution. Although burning fuel is
not generally viewed as environmentally friendly, it
is better to fuel cement plants with tires than coal.
Nightingale said. Until Washington state adopts
comprehensive scrap-tire legislation, the market for
recycled tires will not improve. Nearly 40 percent of scrap tires will continue to fill

Although burning fuel is not generally viewed
as environmentally friendly, it is better to fuel
cement plants with tires than coal.
Dave Nightingale
Co-author ofEcology's Scrap Tire Report

landfills instead of ending up in the back of Jensen’s truck.
Jensen climbs into the cab of his truck, and the diesel roars to life. He waves as
his tires roll him back onto the road and he heads for another tire collection. His
tires spin with millions of others, rolling across Washington’s highways. When the
tires wear out, many of them will be recycled. During this year, though, more than
a million reusable tires will take up space in one of Washington’s crowded landfills,
wasting a resource on which the rest of the country is capitalizing.
At its Seattle plant, Ash Grove
Cement has been burning tires to
fuel its machinery for 10 years.
Photo by Jamie Clark.

Senior Julia Miller studies environmental education
at Western. This is her first published piece.
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person’s garbage
BY CONNOR CLARK-LINDH
Photos by Khale Wallitner

problem
It’s

early

October, and trash lies heaped next to a muddy ditch at the end of Iron

Gate Road: soggy, dirt-stained socks, tattered black chairs, a cracked dartboard,
globe kitchen lights — still in their boxes — a waterlogged pile of jeans and an
empty Trojan Magnum condom carton.
“I always hated it,” said Don Knutson, the former litter-control officer for the
city of Bellingham, looking over the pile of trash. Iron Gate Road extends past
local repair shops and contractors’ offices and dead-ends in a forested, marshy area
near Sunset Pond.
Eight years ago, Knutson received a call reporting four to five truckloads of
garbage dumped at the road’s end.
When Knutson arrived in his city-issued pickup truck, he pulled on rubber
gloves, ripped open the bags and dug through the soggy, coffee-stained trash. He
found many crumpled letters and called the woman listed. She asked Knutson to
come to her office in downtown Bellingham.
“What did he do now?” she asked when Knutson walked into her office in full
uniform. The woman had asked her son to dispose of the garbage. Instead he took
the money and dumped the trash at the end of Iron Gate Road.
“She said, T’ll kill that kid,’ ” Knutson recalled, smiling.
Instead of fining her more than $3,000, Knutson asked her son to clean up the
mess and leave the disposal receipts on his desk by Monday.
“On Monday morning, I had all those bills on my desk,” he said.
Illegal dumping, fly dumping, midnight dumping, open dumping or wildcat
dumping — all mean the same thing: a disregard for other people and the envi
ronment. The Washington State Department of Ecology cleaned up more than 3
million pounds of litter and illegally dumped refuse from public land between June
2003 and July 2004. The Washington State Department of Transportation cleaned
up an additional 16 million pounds of litter from public roads. No government
agency records the amount of refuse dumped on private land.
Knutson started a 30-year career of public service after graduating from
Western Washington University in 1973. He spent 13 of those years enforcing
litter and illegal-dumping laws within the city limits.
After Knutson retired last year, a city police officer replaced him. At the end of
September, that officer also retired, leaving the position vacant until Nov. 1, 2004.
By the end of October, the ditches and wetland pools bordering Iron Gate Road
were filled with more trash.
Into mid-October, six Diet Pepsi bottles, more than 10 pounds of crumbling
drywall, four empty motor-oil containers, a bottle of Mike’s Hard Cranberry Lem
onade, a pair of underwear and a shredded pornographic magazine lay

Trash dumped at the end of Iron Gate Road spills over the blacktop
and gravel into the bordering wetlands.
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against a dirt mound in the shadow of a white sign: Illegal dumping prohibited
by city ordinance.
“How do you stop someone who knows what they are doing is wrong?” asked
Anna Lewis, Ecology’s litter programs interim coordinator. “There isn’t a lot you
can do, and that makes us feel pretty helpless.”
Some people don’t have access to legal dumping facilities. Others don’t have
money to dispose of their junk legally. But mostly, people simply are not aware
of what they are doing, said Kyle Dodd, the environmental health specialist for
Whatcom County.
“People don’t see the connection between dumping and contamination,” Dodd
said. He responds to complaints of dumping outside

The people who are clumping actually feel they
are entit ed. Their parents dumped, their grand
parents dumped and their great-grandparents
dumped all in the same spot.

Bellingham city limits.
One day, Dodd even found a bloated, rotting pig
in the middle of the road.
“I am pretty sure it was all there,” he said. “You
can’t track the owner down on that.”
Billie-Gwen Russell
A WEatcom County road crew removed it.
Litter and recycling program manager for Washington State Parks
“For what little it costs to dump stuff at Recomp (a
local disposal site), they don’t need to dump it (at Iron
Gate),” Knutson said. At a local transfer station, the dumpers could have disposed
of their cracked chairs and dartboard for roughly $5, he said.
Billie-Gwen Russell, the litter and recycling program manager for Washington
State Parks, said she deals with especially obnoxious dumpers.
“The people who are dumping actually feel they are entitled, she said. Their
parents dumped, their grandparents dumped and their great-grandparents dumped
all in the same spot.”
Because anyone can dump unnoticed, no agency knows how many people
illegally dump each year. When Knutson or Dodd cannot find the people respon
sible for dumping, taxpayers or property owners pay the bill.
Goodwill Industries International Inc. and other charities that accept donations
are often targets of midnight dumping. These charities dispose of the garbage before
it spreads into the environment, but it costs them. Seattle Goodwill spent approxi
mately $66,500 last year to dispose of illegally dumped trash at its 12 stores in the
Pacific Northwest, according to statistics from Roberto Sanchez, a Seattle Goodwill
public-relations specialist.
The money Seattle Goodwill spends each month to clean up dumped refuse
could be spent on job-training programs and other community services,
Sanchez said.
“We are very thankful for the donations, ” he said. “But people shouldnt assume
there is no cost to us when they illegally dump on our properties. It is going to hurt
us and indirectly hurt the communities and people we serve.”
Dumpers may not realize it, but they have many alternatives to dumping.
Anyone can resell clothing and household items or donate them to charities like
Goodwill, Value Village or The Salvation Army. Plastics and paper can be recycled,

Former litter-control officer Don
Knutson relaxes in his Bellingham
home. Photo by Nicole Ryan.

and trash can be buried in a landfill, separating it from the environment.
To slow illegal dumping. Ecology and enforcers like Knutson use a combination
of education and enforcement.
“His job may have been about garbage, but really it was about people and
educating them,” said Joe Rutan, Knutson’s former boss at the Bellingham Parks &
Recreation Department.
WEen enforcers receive reports of illegal dumping and they can find a name or
address, they send a letter explaining the dumping laws to the person listed. If an
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enforcer finds three letters, receipts or labels that included the dumpers name, he or
she can write that person a ticket.
According to state law, police officers can fine dumpers $5,000 and jail them for
as long as one year for dumping more than 1 cubic yard. The ticket is a gross
misdemeanor, like a DUI. The piles dumped at Iron Gate totaled more than one
cubic yard.
Knutson said he could not remember writing any tickets in his final year, but
when he started on the job, he was writing as many as 13 a year. He said the average
was probably two. City records show Knutson responded to more than 450 littering
and dumping complaints each year.
“Usually, if (the dumper) called me, I would just
tell ’em, ‘Go pick it up,’ ” Knutson said. “In most
cases, they would call and apologize, be embarrassed
and take care of it.”
The “Litter and it will hurt” campaign is another
effort by Ecology to reduce the amount of garbage
dumped each year. After posting signs, running
commercials and regularly advertising a toll-free
number to report littering. Ecology found 83 percent
of people surveyed believed they were likely to be
caught and fined for dumping. Before the start of the
campaign, the response was 73 percent.
It is impossible to measure exactly how much
garbage is dumped each year. No government agency
keeps records of national dumping rates. While
Ecology is the regulatory agency for all cleanup
programs in Washington state, the Department of
Natural Resources, the Department of Corrections,
the Washington State Parks department and the
Department of Transportation independently report
cleanups.
A 2001 report Russell prepared for Natural
Resources on dumping and littering found the depart
ment spends approximately $529,000 annually
cleaning up litter, dump sites and hazardous materials.
Last year, the Community Litter Cleanup
Program, E<x>logy Youth Corps and the departments
of Corrections and Natural Resources removed 88,376
pounds of litter and trash from Whatcom County.
Bellingham Police Lt. Craige Ambrose handled
‘umping complaints within the city limits during
October while the position of litter-control officer was vacant. He said the smaller
dumps could wait for a new litter-control officer.
“It is not unexpected,” Ambrose said about dumping. “All sorts of stuff is being
dumped all over the city. We would like to clean it ail up, but all that stuff can

Above: Don Knutson sifts through garbage at the end of Iron Gate

Road.
Left: A beaver-gnawed tree surrounded by trash shows one of the

negative impacts illegal dumping has on ecosystems.

wait.
At the end of October, a roll of sodden carpet and a rusted water heater joined
the trash heap. Two days later, high school love letters, movie ticket stubs, prom
pictures and a car battery in a cardboard box lay scattered around the end of Iron
Gate Road.
#
Connor Clark-Lindh is a senior majoring in environmental journalism. He has
been published in The Western Front and Klipsun.
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BY CHRISTINE ROKA
Photos by Khale Wallitner

a sketchbook rests with its pages exposed,
revealing the clean, bold lines of lamp designs. Page after page, different versions
of the lamp, resembling the Eiffel Tower, slowly evolve into a final design. Hull, a
junior at Western Washington University, fashions lamps out of discarded boat-sail
Atop David Hull’s

desk,

scraps and steel rods.
Hull is enrolled in Zero Waste Entrepreneur, a class Western offered for the first
time this fall, in which students design and construct products from 100 percent
waste. What makes Zero Waste Entrepreneur different from other industrial design
classes is that it includes a marketing component.
Although approximately 50 colleges in the United States teach industrial
design. Western is the only school that has a planning in sustainable design minor
for environmental science and industrial design students and one of the first to
offer a class like Zero Waste Entrepreneur.
As Ryan Jorgensen, a Zero Waste student, explained the class requirements
— the construction and marketing of 10 products in six weeks — he folded creases
into a shopping bag sewn out of company advertising banners. Jorgensen said
GDI, a sign design and fabrication facility in Bellingham, donated banners for his
project. Although GDI recycles some of its old banners or uses them as tarps, many
end up as trash.
“The stipulations (required us) to make it out of a reused product or something
that’s thrown away,” Jorgensen said. “We re just trying to take stuff people dont
know what to do with or that’s not properly being recycled or something that can
easily have another life and giving it that life.
Arunas Oslapas, an associate professor and the industrial design program
coordinator in the engineering technology department, started teaching
sustainable design at Western in 1995, the first year of the International Design
Resource Awards. This competition, based in Seattle, encouraged participants to
design using recycled and environmentally conscious materials.
“My class and I entered that first competition,” Oslapas said. “There were
entries from the Czech Republic, Japan — all over.”
After winning several awards from the IDRA, Oslapas said he knew he was on
the right track in helping his students and the environment.
“This is a socially environmental way to do things,” Oslapas said.
Not only did he serve as juror in the IDRA, Oslapas entered the competition
twice. He received second place in 1998 for woven baskets made of metal strapping
from shipping containers.
Oslapas’ former student Kari Erkkila, who works as a technical design specialist
at Teague, won an award at the 1995 IDRA for designing rain shoes called water
beetles,” which she constructed from rubber tire inner tubes.
IDRA founder Tom Johnson said: “Sustainable design means different things to
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different people. I think that’s great — I’m glad it’s really complicated. It’s resisted
any kind of image, and you can tell really good sustainable design when you see it;
it involves a lot of creativity.”
The IDRA temporarily ended in 2003 because of a lack of funding and
sponsorship. Since then, Oslapas and the department have inherited more than
200 projects from past competitions, including a backpack constructed from
rubber inner tubes, a bowl made from an old vinyl record, a sleek-looking bamboo
chair and a paper dress.
“Last fall, we had a warehouse filled with 400 items from the competitions. It
was more than we could manage,” Johnson said. “We began looking for someone
who had a larger facility that could house it, essentially. Arunas was interested in
taking some of the items.”
Oslapas said, initially, recycled products lacked visual appeal and usefulness.
“The quality level of the products needed to be better,” Oslapas said. “There’s
a need for industrial design students to understand marketing and retail sales. Too
often, students will make products for themselves — they need to know that the
market drives designs.”
So Oslapas decided to incorporate marketing into his class.
“This year is the first time we’re doing this sort of thing,” Hull said. “We just
want to look professional. We don’t want to come across as a bunch of kids that
make cheap products.”
Students sell their finished products at the Whatcom Museum of History &
Art during the holiday shopping season. Prices range from $15 to $40, and the
museum collects 40 percent of each student’s consignment sales.
Midway through the quarter. Zero Waste students scramble to finish their
products and prepare for the museum debut.
Breanna Guidotti, a Zero Waste student, shares a cramped work space with
Jorgensen. Jorgensen rhythmically peddles the worn, industrial-strength sewing
machine as he stitches rigid, straight lines along the edges of a banner bag.
Guidotti’s desk is cluttered with piles of Hershey’s milk bottles and the plastic
yokes that hold six-packs of cans. She crafts scrub brushes by folding 10 yokes
into a circle, fastening them with plastic zip ties and attaching them to the top of
a cleaned, de-labeled milk bottle.
“The issue of sustainability deals with
perpetuating life, social equity, econom
ics and everything that has to do with our
existence and how it harmonizes everything
else that we do here on earth,” Oslapas said.
“A lot of times, companies or businesses
will hit one or two of these really well, but
ignore the other part.”
Wendy Brawer, a former juror for four
IDRA competitions, said the award
competitions have positively affected
sustainable design in industry, but even
though designing eco-friendly products
reduces production waste, consumers still
are throwing away overwhelming amounts.
While several European companies have
started to assume responsibility for a
product’s entire life cycle, Brawer said U.S.
companies have avoided product recycling.

Western student Breanna Guidotti made a dish scrubber from sixpack yokes and the tops of plastic Hershey's milk bottles.
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This is a collection of handbags Western student Ryan Jorgensen
made from old banners.

Back at Teague, Erkkila said sustainable design is stereotyped as being more
expensive to mass produce and that opportunities to manufacture recycl^le items
in the U.S. are limited.
“A lot of companies don’t have the funding and dont see it as a worthwhile
investment,” Erkkila said. “There are a lot more (sustainable-designed) products
than there were 10 years ago, but because of mass consumerism in the EJ.S., its a
lot harder to push sustainable-designed products into the market.
The Zero Waste classroom teams with energy and anticipation as Oslapas makes
his way to each workstation and evaluates student products. Oslapas said he might

'.j t‘

change the program’s schedule next year to allow more time for students to
" V~'

experiment with materials.
“Finding the object is easy — just go to three or four different places and you’re
bound to find some type of scrap material,” Oslapas said. “Working with it is

'

harder, and it takes more time to refine the idea.”
Oslapas pulls on an old zipper attached to a pouch constructed from discarded
fabric scraps. ^^C^atering cans made of coffee cans and tool handles, candleholders
constructed of bicycle wheels, bulletin boards made from kayak remnants and
rubber tire inner tubes — Zero Waste students are busy turning trash into castu

Background; Western student

Andy Pritiken made watering
cans from tomato containers and
old saw handles.
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Senior Christine Roka studies journalism with an emphasis in public relations.
She has been published in The Western Front.

RECYCLING

IN WHATCOM COUNTY
Glass bottles and jars. All colors
accepted. Discard lids. Rinse. Avoid
breaking glass.
Window glass, windshields, light
bulbs, mirrors, fluorescent tubes,
ceramics or pyrex.

Aluminum cans, tin cans and foil
products. Flatten. Remove labels.
Plastic bottles with necks (i.e. where
bottle opening is smaller than base).
All colors and numbers accepted.
Labels OK. Remove and discard caps,
rings, lids. Rinse and flatten.

Oil filters, air filters, aerosol cans.
Plastic tubs, pails, deli/dairy contain
ers, toys or flower pots.
Plastic lids, wrap, film, bags, table
ware, pipe, extrusions, styrofoam,
foam rubber, insulation, plastic-coated
papers, milk cartons or juice boxes.

Bottles or jugs for milk, water, soda,
juice, ketchup and cooking oil.
Bottles for shampoo, soap, cosmetics,
medicine, contact lens solution, etc.

Motor oil, antifreeze, paint thinner,
solvent, pesticide or hazardous materi
als containers.

Bottles for detergent, fabric softener,
household cleaner, bleach, etc.
Windshield washer fluid bottles.

Old mail, magazines and catalogs.

Computer, FAX, copy and note paper.

Paper towels, plates, napkins or soiled
papers.
Wax or plastic-coated papers (i.e.
milk, juice or frozen food containers).

Shoe and cereal boxes (discard liners
and flatten).

Plastic, foiled paper, tissue paper or
carbon paper.

Envelopes, stationery, labels, cartons
and bags.

Clean newsprint, inserts and ads.

Plastic delivery bags or rubber bands.

RECYCLE THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS BY PLACING NEATLY NEXT TO STACKING BINS.
Cardboard - Corrugated
Vehicle
Scrap
Motor

oil

- Store

metal

- Steel,

baheries

- Store

cardboard and brown paper bags.

in a. box or bag.

copper, aluminum, brass.

Maximum

No

35

Remove

packing materials.

cracked, leaking or household baheries accepted.
pounds per pick up.

in a sealed, non-breakable container like a plastic milk jug

(do

Maximum

length

24

inches.

not use bleach or water bottles).

FiAnEN.

Leave

Store

Mark

‘

. ‘

battery caps on.

in a box or bag.

container

"Oil."

No

Do

plastic pipe.

not mix with other fluids.
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